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BAUDOIN WASH-SYSTEMS B.V.

Baudoin Wash-Systems b.v is constantly working on new developments, 

techniques and innovations in the area of glass and façade cleaning installations. 

Feedback and supply from the market is considered most important at Baudoin, 

which results in products being made for and by the cleaning industry. With 25 

years of experience in the industry as a producer of various wash systems and 

active on the market since 2003, national and international, Baudoin offers 

answers and solutions to every problem!

The products of Baudoin Wash-Systems are being manufactured and assembled 

in our own workshop, which makes us able to constantly monitor and maintain 

the quality of our products. With short lines in our company and dealer network, 

communication to our customer is guaranteed to be fast, efficient and flexible. 

Besides our 100% custom-made products, we have also built a product 

line which is suitable as a package for every trailer or company car. If your 

wishes go beyond to what is described in this brochure, Baudoin, or one of its 

dealers, will translate all your needs into a personalized product. For example a 

combined high- and low pressure system build into large trucks, company cars, 

trailers and hydraulic hoists, combined with Hydro powered rotating brushes. 

This development is for instance suitable for fast and efficient cleaning of solar 

panels, cladding, greenhouses and many more.

Shortly: Every wish 
can be realized.

Why choosing a 
Baudoin System?

• High quality 

• Reliability

• Flexible

• Total concept supplier

• Ergonomic

• Innovative

• Durability
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BAUDOIN WASH-SYSTEMS B.V.

BAUDOIN AQUA FORCE PURE WATER UNIT

As a manufacturer, we have many years of experience in producing and developing our own pure water units. With our wide assortment of mobile and fixed 

units we are able to meet all the request of our customer. These units can be executed from 200 liter to 2000 liter each hour. Because clean, pure water is 

our most important goal to obtain stripeless and shiny results, we only selected the best materials to maintain our high quality. Besides, these 100% self-

operating machines are very easy to control and are low maintenance. 

SMA200 Baudoin Aqua Force Smart 200: 
This is the smallest water unit in our product range. Suitable for small projects and objects to make instant water. 
- produces 160 liter of pure water each hour  - without computer / power 230V
- stainless steel frame 75x38x38 with 2 wheels and handle  - integrated water filter

BAFC250/500 Baudoin Aqua Force compact 250/500: 
This is a fully automatic water unit. Suitable in almost every existing wash system.
- produces 200/400 liter of pure water each hour   - with computer/power 230V
- stainless steel frame 75x38x59 cm  - integrated water filter
- flow meter  - front pressure pump

BAFC900 Baudoin Aqua force compact 900: 
This is a fully automatic water unit for those who need maximum of pure water or in combination with high pressure  
in a compact system. Suitable in almost every existing wash system. 
- produces 900 liter of pure water each hour - external water filter
- stainless steel frame 125x45x45 cm - front pressure pump
- with computer / power 230V  - flow meter

BAFCM250/500 Baudoin Aqua Force compact mobile 250/500:
This is a fully automatic mobile water unit. This water unit is a mobile solution and therefor suitable for example to put 
on a rooftop, mobile wash area, harbors, train stations and many more.  
- produces 200/400 liter of pure water each hour - integrated water filter
- stainless steel frame 75x38x130 cm - stainless steel hose reel incl. 60 meter hose
- flow meter - transport kit existing of: 4 wheels, 2 handles
- with computer / power 230V - front pressure pump 

BAFCOM500 Baudoin Aqua Force Combi mobile 500:
This is a fully automatic mobile water unit for those who needs lots of pure water. This water unit is a mobile solution and  
herefor suitable for example to put on a rooftop, mobile wash area, harbors, train stations and many more. This machine is 
suitable for 2 persons and has a buffer tank for 80 liter pure water and therefor it is appropriate to work with more pressure.
- produces 400 liter of pure water each hour - stainless steel hose reel incl. 60 meter hose
- stainless steel frame 75x63,5x130 cm - transport kit existing of: 4 wheels, 2 handles
- front pressure pump / extra pressure pump - with computer / power 230V 
- integrated water filter / flow meter - buffer tank 80 liter 

BAFVC500/1000 Baudoin Aqua Force compact 500/1000 fixed unit:
This fully automatic fixed water unit is ideal for those who have more units to fill. In combination 
with a storage-tank you are able to quickly fill multiple units as a tankstation. Besides this, 
the BAFVC500/1000 can be placed on top of every building to get purified water into the cradle.
- produces 400/1000 liter of pure water each hour - integrated water filter
- stainless steel frame 316, 80x70x190 cm - front pressure pump
- flow meter - extra pressure pump
- with computer / power 230V - with watersoftner and DI filter 
 

BAFVC2000 Baudoin Aqua Force compact 2000 fixed unit:
This fully automatic fixed water unit is ideal for those who have more units to fill. In combination 
with a storage-tank you are able to quickly fill multiple units as a tankstation. This unit is suitable 
for large amounts of pure water in every building or an industral situation. 
- produces 2000 liter of pure water each hour - integrated water filter
- stainless steel frame 316, 180x70x190 cm - front pressure pump
- digital flow meters - extra pressure pump
- with computer / power 400V - with dual watersoftner and DI filter

Tanks  
1000-10.000 liter

Tank filling Hose
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BAUDOIN OUTDOOR WINDOW, SOLAR AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING BUILD IN VAN AND TRAILER

CCP660ROM 

Carbo Clean Pole build in single system 660 liter with water 
unit 250 for more water and flexibility included Aqua Heating 
unit to clean up to 30% faster than regular temperature: 
- 3 tanks à 220 liter in stainless steel frame
- 1 stainless steel hose reel incl. 120 meter hose
- 1 pump 10 bar, 12V with variable water quantity settlement
- Baudoin Aqua Force Pure Water Filter Unit 250
- Aqua Heating unit M, 11,6 Kw / 12V

Carbo Clean Pole
Baudoin offers a large range of professional cleaning systems, which helps you in cleaning glass and façade surfaces. Choosing one of the below systems 

will make it able to simply clean glass, façades, cladding, solar panels, cars and many more. There is a choice between a single or double system, executed 

with a Baudoin Aqua Force Pure Water Filter Unit and/or an Aqua Heating Unit for heated pure water up to 45° C. All our systems are built with specially 

designed tanks with several compartments which stabilizes the water for save driving. These tanks are also captured in a solid stainless steel frame for save 

and easy installation. On top of these frames all pumps, hose reels, electricity and chosen accessories will be assembled. The pumps and the electricity 

will be assembled in a closed PE box. By this way of building up the wash-systems we create a compact unit which is suitable for every kind of vehicle.

CCP660 

Carbo Clean Pole build in single system 660 liter:
- 3 tanks à 220 liter in stainless steel frame
- 1 stainless steel hose reel incl. 120 meter hose
- 1 pump 10 bar, 12V with variable water quantity settlement
option CCP660RO:
- Baudoin Aqua Force Pure Water Filter Unit 250

CCP880 

Carbo Clean Pole build-in double system 880 liter:
- 4 tanks à 220 liter in stainless steel frame
- 2 stainless steel hose reels incl. 120 meter hose
- 2 pumps 10 bar, 12V with variable water quantity settlement
option CCP880RO:
- Baudoin Aqua Force Pure Water Filter Unit 250

CCP220E 

Carbo Clean Pole extra 
220 liter tank, which  
can be added to all  
mentioned systems.

CCPE210 

Carbo Clean Pole electra group. This article is required with 
every above mentioned system.
- battery pack 210Ah, 12V, incl. PE battery box
- charger 25Ah, 12V
- power group existing of: 2 power outlets 230V, 1 automatic fuse, power cable 10 meter
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BAUDOIN OUTDOOR WINDOW, SOLAR AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING BUILD IN VAN AND TRAILER BAUDOIN OUTDOOR WINDOW, SOLAR AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING BUILD IN VAN AND TRAILER

CCP880RO500 ECOLINE 

Carbo Clean Pole build in double wash system 880 liter:
- 4 tanks à 220 liter in stainless steel frame
- 2 stainless steel hose reels incl. 120 meter hose
- 2 pumps 8,5 bar, 24V with variable water quantity settlement
- digital colour touch screen control
- stainless steel electricity cabinet
- Baudoin Aqua Force Pure Water Filter Unit 500 
- complete build in electricity group with PE battery box 24V system
- 2 battery long life packs 210 Ah, 12V, included charger 30 Ah, 24V
- power group existing of: 2 power outlets 230V, 1 automatic fuse
- 17 meter, heavy duty cable reel. 230V / 16A / 2300W / 3x2.5mm2

Baudoin Aqua Heating Unit ECOLINE
 
- BAHECO25 Baudoin Aqua Heating Unit ECOLINE 
- 230V, ECOLINE 25 Kw / 24V
- low fuel consumption
- blue-flame technology / efficient burner

 for hot water up to 45° C (safe to work with)
- clean up to 30% faster than regular temperature
- 100% soot-free emissions and low manintenance
- 94% effiency, with low electricity consumption
- inclusive assembling and stainless steel exhaust
- converter 24V 230V, with touch screen control

Options CCP880RO500 ECOLINE

CCPSKITF    CCP stainless steel frame fork lifted skit for 880 liter system 
CCPHP9/120 Industrial High-Pressure Pump stainless steel, adjustable from 30-120 bar 9 l/min. 2500W, 230V
CCPUP900   Baudoin Aqua Force Pure water unit upgrade 500 to 900 liter unit (for High pressure) 
CCPGEN8KW CCP Generator skit, 3 cylinder fuel-efficient diesel engine silent 67dB(A) 8 Kw 230V, 361 kg. 
UPCCPE21025 Baudoin power cable hose reel upgrade from 17 to 25 meter Heavy duty 230V / 16A / 3800W / 3x2,5mm2  
1260700  Baudoin Aqua Force automatic water softener (for hard water conditions)     
CCPFWS       Baudoin frame for water softener (in combination with for fork lifted unit (CCPSKITF))  
22605529     Baudoin Front Filter combi Carbon and 5 micron 20”, incl. stainless steel connectors
DI18LH       Baudoin Aqua Force DI Ultra Filter 18L, 89 cm, Ø18 cm for extra pure water, incl. connections 
CCPHR1340  Hose reel stainless steel (disk 30 cm.)  for tap water supply with ½” 40 meter  flex blue hose  
CCPMR120     Baudoin CCP, mounting rail stainless steel, w 120 cm. with rubber protection
2060731  Fuel tank for Aqua Heating Unit, 50 liter stainless steel, fitted with stainless steel filling point

Baudoin Aqua Force Pure 
Water Filter Unit 500/900
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BAUDOIN OUTDOOR WINDOW, SOLAR AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING

CCP35TL6/CCP35TL9 

Carbo Clean Pole Trend line 35, set 6 or 9 meter incl. work hose
- 6 meter 3 poles length 150 cm / 9 meter 5 poles length 150 cm
- 1 pole length 120 cm. incl. rubber protection shell
- 1 complete wash brush width 28 cm with sill brush
- 10 meter blue hose, 6 x 10 mm with DN6 Pro nipple and coupling 

13803015
- rotating wash brush, ca. 40 cm wide on Trend Line 45, 28 cm carbon pole (connector).
- Trend Line 45 carbon pole 1,2 meter with PE protection shell, complete with high pressure 
    spray gun for a safe and ergonomic operation.
- thin 1,5 meter DN5 hose with M22 high pressure connection
- ideal for use with Baudoin Pure Water.

Standard with M22 connectors
- Water pressure: Min.100 bar / Max.160 bar
- Water quantity: Min.7 L/min / Max.10 L/min

CCPL28W
Carbo Clean Pole 
wash brush width 

28 cm

CCPL20W
Carbo Clean Pole wash 

brush width 20 cm

CCPL28WS
Carbo Clean Pole 
wash brush width  

28 cm with sill brush

CCPL25SP
Carbo Clean Pole 

loose sponge width 
25 cm

Carbo Clean Poles
Baudoin Wash-Systems b.v. developed it’s own ergonomic light and strong washing pole in 2003. The big advantage of the Carbo Clean Pole, compared to 

other poles, is the weight, shape, stiffness, material and easy connect system, which makes you able to stretch out the pole simply and quick. 

The assortment consists of a 150 cm. and 170 cm. long pole. The 150 cm. pole which is called Carbo Clean Pole Trend Line 35 can be build op till 9 meter 

pole length. The 170 cm. pole which is called Carbo Clean Pole Trend Line 45 can be build op till 18,5 meter pole length. No doubt about it that this pole 

is the best available on the market! We offer for our poles a wide range of standard brushes, with or without sill brush. Due to the fact we have our own 

workshop, we can also supply custom-made brushes (on request). 

Loose brushes: If a set is desired with a semicircular brush instead of the regular brush you need to use same item number with an R at the end. 

CCPL28WR
Carbo Clean Pole 

semicircular brush width 
28 cm white

13803013
splash guard 

13803016
Thin 10 meter DN5 hose with  
M22 High Pressure connection 200 bar     

CCP45TL170
extension pole Trend Line 45 - 1,7 meter (max. 5 poles for a total length of 10 meter) option: CCPHP9/120

Industrial high pressure pump

With high pressure gun
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BAUDOIN OUTDOOR WINDOW, SOLAR AND INDUSTRIAL CLEANING BAUDOIN OUTDOOR GLASS WASHING

Trend 35: CCP28W35R
Trend 45: CCP28W45R 
Complete semicircular brush white 
28 cm

Trend 35: CCP28W35
Trend 45: CCP28W45 
Complete wash brush width 28 cm 
without sill brush

Trend 35: CCP25D35
Trend 45: CCP25D45
Complete brush for doodlebug pad 
holder with water connection for  
pads 25 x 12 cm

Trend 35: CCP28VDW35
Trend 45: CCP28VDW45
Complete vertical cladding brush with 
SS sprayer

Trend 35: OCTL25SP35
Trend 45: OCTL25SP45 
Sponge brush 25 cm

Trend 35: CCP28WS35
Trend 45: CCP28WS45 
Complete wash brush  
width 28 cm with sill brush

Complete brushes for Carbo Clean 
Pole Trend Line 35 and Trend Line 45:
all brushes are mounted on a 28 cm carbon 
piece with a DN 6 Pro nipple

+

+

CCP45TL83 
Carbo Clean Pole Trend line 45, set 8,3 meter incl. work hose
- 4 poles length 170 cm 
- 1 pole length 120 cm incl. rubber protection shell
- 1 complete wash brush width 28 cm with sill brush
- 10 meter blue hose, 6 x 10 mm with DN6 Pro nipple and coupling 

CCP45TL134 
Carbo Clean Pole Trend line 45, set 13,4 meter incl. work hose
- 7 poles length 170 cm 
- 1 pole length 120 cm incl. rubber protection shell
- 1 complete wash brush width 28 cm with sill brush
- 15 meter blue hose, 6 x 10 mm with DN6 Pro nipple and coupling 

CCP45TL185 
Carbo Clean Pole Trend line 45, set 18,5 meter incl. work hose
- 10 poles length 170 cm 
- 1 pole length 120 cm incl. rubber protection shell
- 1 complete wash brush width 28 cm with sill brush
- 20 meter blue hose, 6 x 10 mm with DN6 Pro nipple and coupling 

GKST9P          
Trolley 9 positions for Carbo Clean Poles  

GKST11P          
Trolley 11 positions for Carbo Clean Poles



BAUDOIN INDOOR GLASS WASHING

Indoor Clean Pole
We were the first to launch an indoor glass washing solution into the market in 2005. Nowadays, this systems has concurred the worldwide market and 

has won various innovation awards. Our Indoor Clean Pole, which can be build- up to 10 meter, offers the perfect solution for cleaning difficult and hard to 

reach areas, but also for regular indoor glass. Throughout the years, we have developed some extra accessories, which resulted into a system even more 

diverse. Examples of applications can be: glass, natural stone floors, stainless steel, mirrors, aluminum ceilings and any other smooth surface.

ICP35K150 

Indoor Clean Pole Trend Line 150 cm. extendable till 
10 meter: 
- leather belt
- battery with led indicator
- charger
- pump 12V in box
-  bottle for pure water 500 ml
- 10 glass pads
- extra bag for pads

ICP35V1150 

Indoor Clean Pole Trend Line 
extendable pole 150 cm with 
integrated hose and couplings  
(extendable till max. 5 parts).

ICPGM26 

Indoor Clean Pole easy blue 
microfiber glass pad 26 cm.

ICPVT170 

Indoor Clean Pole carry bag

ICPMP26 

Indoor Clean Pole easy blue 
microfiber heavy duty pad 26 cm.

BAUDOIN THE ULTIMATE WASH SOLUTION

Tielenstraat 13, 5145 RC Waalwijk - PO Box 335, 5140 AH Waalwijk - The Netherlands

T. +31(0)416 695 095 | F. +31(0)416 695 461 | Industry number: 2339

info@baudoin.nl | www.baudoin.nl

www.baudoin.nl/news
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